Innovating solutions today
to meet tomorrow’s challenges
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W-Industries
provides fully
integrated
technology and
engineered solutions
to the global
energy industry.

Since 1984, W-Industries has been at the forefront of control and automation technology development, engineered packaging
solutions and instrument and electrical installation. Our innovations have helped set the industry standards, developing solutions
for some of the industries toughest challenges – our solutions enable the industry majors and independents alike to execute
projects previously deemed unfeasible, while making them safer and more reliable. By designing integrated systems with
operational assurance in mind, we have streamlined engineering, procurement, manufacturing, assembly, start up, installation,
commissioning and life-cycle services for a more productive global energy future.
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Continuity through Seamless Solutions
W-Industries is a premier, global engineering, procurement,
manufacturing, development, construction and installation company.
Our offerings span the entire value chain from concept to commissioning
and beyond.
For more than three decades, W-Industries has provided

The communication between W-Industries’ team members

the energy industry with automation and control, process

along the entire supply chain ensures every concept, design,

design, and system packaging solutions that optimize

system and installation solution is fully vetted and tested to

production and ensure operational continuity.

produce the most efficient and optimal solution tailored to

Today, as the industry focuses on bigger challenges,

each individual project.

increasing production while reducing costs, W-Industries

In-House Assurance

understands the importance of continuity and the

Not many companies can boast the ability to be a true single

efficiencies in providing seamless offerings backed by a

source solution provider. We pride ourselves on the fact

fully-integrated team.

that every concept and design is fabricated and comes to

We have expanded the breadth of our technical expertise
and life-of-system service model by leveraging a history
of success, advanced engineering, and a commitment
to craftsmanship.
Maximizing Efficiencies
Our integrated approach streamlines processes, reduces
risk, and aligns complementary technologies to simplify
architecture and accelerate time to production.
Early FEED involvement means less time to design, more
efficiencies on project teams. Redundancies are eliminated
while phased project coordination is seamless as internal
project teams can communicate real time, from design to
manufacturing to assembly to installation.
Engineering Advantage
One quarter of W-Industries’ team is made up of engineers
that play a role in every step of our process. Our experienced
mechanical, structural, electrical, software, control and
instrumentation engineers are in constant communication
with our project managers and installation and
construction teams.

life in our global offices and combined manufacturing and
fabrication spaces. This means that from the first phase
of a project to final commissioning and handover, we have
complete control with limited hand offs resulting in reduced
risk to the project.
Tailored Technologies
No two systems are alike at W-Industries. Every solution that
W-Industries develops is tailored for each individual project.
We utilize our years of experience and knowledge in the field
to produce reliable solutions that are then elevated and
innovated according to the specs and requirements of each
unique customer request.
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At the heart of W-Industries is our team. We Invest in people to develop and empower a highly-competent workforce that
brings immense passion, experience and knowledge to every project. We provide resources to ensure that proper training
and advancement opportunities cultivate growth and innovation.
Our company’s values and legacy guide our ability to add value through our products, solutions and services.

Building on a legacy of innovation,
exceptional service and strong
relationships.
We place a strong emphasis on the continuous development
of new services, capabilities and technologies to assist
clients with meeting their rapidly evolving challenges.
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Our Values
W-Industries’ values are deeply embedded in our corporate culture. They represent what our company stands for, what our
employees embody, and what our services and products contribute to the market. Our success is driven by our people and
their commitment to operational excellence – achieving top performance in everyday practice.

Committed to Excellence
Health, Safety & Environment. We are committed to an

Integrity & Trust. We earn the trust of our customers,

incident free workplace, reducing hazards, safeguarding

colleagues and partners by operating with the highest

equipment and protecting the people, communities

ethical standards in everything we do.

and the environments in which we operate.
Training & Development. We place great emphasis on
Quality. We maintain a quality system that ensures
adherence to industry best practices and compliance

providing access to training and continual development
to ensure our team is the most capable in our field.

with all customer and regulatory requirements.
Collaboration. We build meaningful and lasting
Innovation. We push ourselves to continuously
seek out cutting-edge solutions to the industries’
biggest challenges.

relationships by collaborating with our communities,
governments, customers, suppliers and other
business partners.

We conduct our business in a socially and
environmentally responsible manner to beneﬁt
the communities where we work.
Our values distinguish us and guide our actions to deliver optimal results.
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From Concept to Delivery & Beyond
W-industries provides seamless servicing from concept to delivery. We have an extensive track record in delivering turnkey
contracts that produce innovative, cost-effective and on-schedule projects with the highest Quality and HSE standards. We
deliver complete solutions across project life cycles, from FEED to commissioning and start up, as well as continued service
and maintenance programs.

FEED & CONCEPT STUDIES

ENGINEERING

PROCUREMENT

MANUFACTURING

ASSEMBLY & DEVELOPMENT

COMMISSIONING
AND MAINTENANCE
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W-Industries

Leading the Way in Design,
Manufacture and Installation of Control,
Automation & Engineered Packages
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From new capital project builds to legacy system upgrades, W-Industries excels at providing innovative control and
automation, process packages, and instrument and electrical installations that yield optimal operational performance. Our
thirty-plus years of experience enables us to provide reliable and efficient solutions to meet even your most challenging
project needs. Our commitment to continued innovation is a promise to help drive the industry forward, continuously
responding to evolving client needs and developing groundbreaking technologies that become industry standard.
Our strict attention to detail along the entire supply chain paired with our expertise in system integration enables
us to foresee and address design related issues that could arise during the execution stage of the project. We focus on
seamless and cost-effective project design to maximize asset utilization.

Automation
& Controls

Engineered
Packages

I&E Construction
& Services

From single unit controls to complete

We specialize in custom designing

We offer the full range of I&E

platform and plant control systems,

and fabricating a variety of engineered

manufacturing and field services.

W-Industries has implemented

packages for a broad range of

From panel design and manufacture,

thousands of process control and

applications in the energy industry.

to field installation and commissioning

industrial automation system
configurations in the U.S. Gulf Coast

From single pump installations

through startup and maintenance.

and around the world.

to complete offshore modules,

Through our Volta division we can

W-Industries supports each project

customize low Voltage MCC to meet

Based on the unique details of each

with a level of expertise that

your requirements. Switchgear and

project, experienced oil and gas

only comes from experience and

MCC can be close coupled for an

process and control systems engineers,

commitment to craftsmanship.

integrated LV system

Our integrated approach includes

W-Industries services a wide range

implementation and testing plans.

FEED estimation, process design,

of industries and maintains a pool of

mechanical design, detailed

highly experienced electrical and

Our Intimate knowledge of control

engineering, procurement,

instrument technicians to service any

system hardware and software allows

construction, fabrication, inspection

instrumentation and electrical need

us to offer a unique OT cybersecurity

and commissioning.

of our customers.

design and develop functional
specifications and execute on

service to secure your assets and
protect your ROI.
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LOCATIONS
W-Industries Jersey Village, Houston TX

W-Industries Petropark, Houston TX

W-Industries Maurice, LA

W-Industries Pecos, TX

W-Industries Pearsall TX

Volta – Houston, TX

CCAm – Corpus Christi, TX

CONTACT: info@w-industries.com

